Abstract-In this paper, a new block design (punctured difference set pair) is presented, in order to do further research on perfect punctured binary sequence pair. Study the properties of punctured difference set pair, and show that a special class of punctured difference set pair is equivalent to perfect punctured binary sequence pair. Therefore, the corresponding perfect punctured binary sequence pair can be obtained by using difference set, based on the equivalent condition. The method proposed in this paper develops the constructing methods for perfect punctured binary sequence pair, as well, it can meet the practical requirements in engineering applications better.
INTRODUCTION
Pseudo random sequences with optimal correlation properties have been widely applied in modern communication, radar, signal processing and source coding fields [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The traditional sequence correlation properties are characterized by the inner product between itself and its delayed sequence. So the pseudorandom sequence space is extremely limited. In order to overcome this limitation, this literature propose a new pseudorandom sequence--mismatched filtering sequence [6] . Mismatched filtering sequence is designed on principles that the transmitter and the receiver of the communication system can use different sequences. It is a kind of sequence pair that its cross-correlation function is pulse function [7, 8] . The perfect punctured binary sequence pairs [9] , pseudo-random punctured binary array pairs [10] and ZCZ punctured sequence pairs [11] are the extension of mismatched filtering sequence, as well, they can meet the practical requirements in engineering applications better.
Jiang.etc [9] propose the concept of perfect punctured binary sequence pair, where the sequence pair is consist of a original sequence and a punctured one. The autocorrelation of perfect punctured binary sequence pair has  function properties, since the in-phase autocorrelation function is a constant, and the out-ofphase autocorrelation function is 0. The correlation properties of perfect punctured binary sequence pair are better than pseudo random sequences, therefore, they can widely used in spread spectrum communication, frame synchronization and multi-user detection system [12] , study of methods for constructing punctured binary array pairs [13] , study of punctured binary sequence pair with two-level autocorrelation [14] , pseudorandom punctured binary array pairs [15] , The research and application of first kind of perfect punctured binary sequence pair [11] . This increasingly enlarges the quantity of the available pseudorandom sequences with optimal periodical correlation properties in engineering.
Owing to the equivalent relationship between the difference set and sequence [13] , the sequences with good autocorrelation properties can be constructed by cyclotomic class difference set [16, 19] . Based on the theory above, this literature proposes the concept of difference set pair [20] , and demonstrates the equivalence between difference set pair and sequence pair. And a new method is founded to construct sequence pair. We study the difference set instead of a sequence to get the characteristics and constructing methods of sequences, and construct a series of sequences with optimal twolevel or three-level autocorrelations [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . In recent years, the existence of difference sequence set [21] and the equivalence between sequence pair sets have been further studied [22] [23] . It's efficient to construct sequence pairs through difference sets, and many binary, ternary sequence pairs with good autocorrelation can be constructed through different difference set pair [24] .
According to the equivalent relationship theory between difference set and sequence, this article firstly puts forward a new class of concept for block designpunctured difference set pair. Then research the characteristics of punctured difference set pair and prove the equivalence relation between the perfect punctured binary sequence and a kind of particular punctured difference set pair. So we conclude the necessary and sufficient condition of whether the punctured difference set pair and perfect punctured binary sequence pair are equivalent. The new block design-punctured difference sets is the theoretical basis to research on perfect punctured binary sequence pair. Furthermore, the construction of perfect punctured binary sequence pair is replaced by the construction of punctured difference set pair, and this is a new mathematic design method for perfect punctured binary sequence pair. Finally, according to the equivalent relationship several perfect punctured binary sequence pairs with the lengths of 41 n  and 41 n  are constructed by using difference sets, and a theoretical proof and some examples are given to validate its effectiveness. In a word, the construction methods are enlarged besides exploring and compounding methods before. 
II
According to the equations above we know that, there are
Notice that if PU  , the punctured difference set pairs degenerate to difference sets. That is, if U is a difference set, let PU  , thus ( , ) UP satisfies the Definition 1 certainly. Generally, it is not sure if the set U in a punctured difference set pair is a difference set. It's obvious that the punctured difference set pair is the growth of difference set. From the conclusion above we know that every difference set can get a corresponding punctured difference set pair.
Example3: Let (0,1, 2,5) U  be a difference set of (7, 4, 2) , and let PU  , so (3, 4,6)
, we can obtain
is a (7, 4,3,0, 2) punctured difference set pair of 7 Z . Obviously, it is easy to obtain a corresponding punctured difference set pair, as to a difference set.
Definition 2 [15] : Let 
The characteristics of Hall Polynomial of punctured difference set pair are as follows: v k k e  punctured difference set pair, the necessary and sufficient condition is as follow:
, and the number of
UP is a ( , , ', , ) 
So far the necessity has been proved. Conversely, if it satisfies
W , we obtain that 
v k k e  punctured difference set pair of v Z . By Theorem 1, if the forms of the certain two sequences corresponded to the Hall Polynomial of punctured difference set pair meet some conditions, the two sequences can constitute a punctured difference set pair; conversely, if give some parameters of the punctured difference set pair, we can get the relationship between the Hall Polynomial and the two sequences corresponded to it, where the two sequences can constitute punctured difference set pair. By using this relationship, the search scope to find punctured difference set pair can be reduced. xy is a perfect punctured binary sequence pair. According to the theorem 2, perfect punctured binary sequence pair is equivalent to a class of particular punctured difference set pair .So we can research the perfect punctured binary sequence pair by using the method of studying the punctured difference set pair. Moreover it provides new methods of studying the perfect punctured binary sequence pairs.
IV. CONSTRUCTING PERFECT PUNCTURED BINARY SEQUENCE PAIRS
The main content in this section is the construction of the perfect punctured binary sequence pair. It's constructed by punctured difference set pair which is constructed by difference set or almost difference set by using the equivalent relation between punctured binary sequence pair and punctured difference set pair. According to the Definition 3, we know that ( , ) xy is a perfect punctured binary sequence pair.
Theorem 4: Let U is an almost difference set [19] with the parameter (4 1, 2 1, ) --+  +  +  -+  +  -----+  +   --+  -+  +  -+  -+  +  +  +  +  +  -+  -+  +   -+  --+  +  -----+  +  -+  +  +  ---+ figure-1 of SMSK-DSSS. And in the process of simulation we assume that both the carrier and PN sequences keep strict synchronization.
As shown in figure-2, the aforementioned perfect punctured sequence pairs of the length 61 is used to SMSK-DSSS, after comparing with Gold sequence, m sequence and Hadamard we get the bit-error rate curve of SMSK-DSSS. From the figure we can analyze that the system bit error rate curve is close when applying m, Gold and Hadamard since the signal-to-noise ratio SNR changes from -16 to -2. By the figure, when using the m sequence and Hadamard the system bit error-rate curve is volatile while using Gold sequence relatively stable. But it can be seen that when applying the perfect punctured sequence pairs the performance of resisting noise of the system is worst. In order to more intuitive, we list the error-rate data tables below whose values vary from -10 to -4. In this paper, a new block design called punctured difference set pair is put forward. The properties of punctured difference set pair of Hall polynomial are studied. The sufficient and necessary conditions for the equivalence between punctured difference set pair and perfect punctured binary sequence pair are given. So the construction of perfect punctured binary sequence pair can be transformed to the construction of punctured difference set pair. The equivalent punctured difference set pair can be constructed firstly by difference set or almost difference set and then we can transform it to the corresponding perfect punctured binary sequence pair. It improves the situation that finding the perfect punctured binary sequence pair only by searching. The next work is considering other method to construct equivalent punctured difference set pair, so that more perfect punctured binary sequence pair can be constructed to meet the demand in engineering. 
